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High-throughput computational search for high
carrier lifetime, defect-tolerant solar absorbers†
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The solar absorber is a key component in a solar cell as it captures photons and converts them into

electron–hole pairs. Its efficiency is driven by the carrier lifetime and the latter is controlled by Shockley–

Read–Hall non-radiative processes, which involve defects. Here, we present an ab initio high-throughput

screening approach to search for new high-efficiency photovoltaic absorbers taking into account carrier

lifetime and recombination through defects. We first show that our methodology can distinguish poor

and highly efficient solar absorbers. We then use our approach to identify a handful of defect-tolerant,

high carrier lifetime, absorbers among more than 7000 Cu-based known materials. We highlight K3Cu3P2

and Na2CuP as they combine earth-abundance and the potential for high efficiency. Further analysis of

our data articulates two challenges in discovering Cu-based solar absorbers: deep anti-site defects

lowering the carrier lifetime and low formation-energy copper vacancies leading to metallic behavior.

The alkali copper phosphides and pnictides offer unique chemistries that tackle these two issues.

Broader context
Thin-film photovoltaics could grow as an important source of sustainable energy both in itself or in tandem with silicon solar cells. New absorber materials for
thin-film solar cells are needed to tackle the limitations from current technology in terms of toxicity, earth-abundance and long-term stability. Identifying new
absorbers purely experimentally is a very time-consuming process involving complex synthesis and characterization. Here, we use first-principles high-
throughput computations to accelerate the search for new absorbers. For the first time, we include in our materials screening, through defect computations,
the estimate of carrier lifetime which is paramount to high efficiency in solar cells. Among 7000 known copper-based compounds, we identify a few
unsuspected solar absorber candidates combining a potential for high efficiency and earth-abundance. This approach offers a new avenue to search rapidly for
new solar absorbers and highlights new promising chemistries especially alkali-based phosphides to be targeted by future solar cell research.

1 Introduction

The current climate crisis calls for environmentally-friendly
energy sources that will sustain the growing worldwide energy
needs while reducing carbon emission.1 The availability of a vast
amount of solar energy makes photovoltaic (PV) cells a particularly
appealing source of renewable energy.2–4 The power conversion
efficiency of solar cells and their production cost are key para-
meters to gauge the competitiveness of PV technology in electricity
markets.2,5 The vast majority of current PV production is

originating from solar cells based on single-crystal silicon absorbers.
The alternative thin-film technologies based on highly absorbing
compound semiconductors only represent a small but growing
fraction of the PV market.2,6,7 Thin-film technologies have inherent
advantages compared to crystalline silicon including mechanical
flexibility or a potentially smaller carbon footprint associated with
their manufacturing.8,9 More importantly, thin-film materials with a
higher band gap than silicon could be combined with silicon solar
cells to form tandem cells that would capture a much larger fraction
of the solar spectrum while still relying on the mature silicon
technology.2,10–13 Any new thin-film technology can only be cost
competitive if it reaches a high conversion efficiency.14,15 Such a
high efficiency has been achieved in different thin-film tech-
nologies from the polycrystalline Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based (CIGS)
PV cells (23.35%) to CdTe (22.1%) and InP (22.1%) cells.15–19

More recently, methylammonium lead halide perovskite
(MAPI3) cells have also rapidly improved and now reach a power
conversion similar to CIGS after only 5 years of development.5,7,20–24
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However, despite their attractive efficiencies, all these thin-film
technologies suffer from different issues from the use of scarce
(e.g., In, Ga or Te) or toxic (e.g., Cd or Pb) elements2,7,25,26 to
long-term stability problems (e.g., for halide perovskites).21

Therefore, the search for new earth-abundant solar absorbers
that will lead to high-efficiency thin-film or tandem solar cells is
still ongoing. As with many materials discovery processes,
searching for new materials purely experimentally is lengthy
as the growth and characterization of potential solar absorber
candidates is very time consuming. During the last decade,
computational materials screening and high-throughput (HT)
approaches have emerged as an efficient way to accelerate
materials discovery, including PV absorbers.5,27–33 These previous
studies all focused on bulk properties such as thermodynamic
stability, band gap, effective masses and optical absorption.
Indeed, since the seminal work of Shockley and Queisser (SQ),
we know that an adequate band gap (from 1 to 2.5 eV) is essential
to absorb visible light efficiently.34 However, constraints on the
band gap alone lead to an abundance of candidate materials,
among which most do not achieve convincing conversion
efficiency. It is now clear that a high carrier lifetime (above
100 ns) is essential to achieve high efficiency in solar cells.2,4,5,35–39

In fact, many promising materials in terms of band gap and
absorption coefficients (e.g., Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) and SnS) did not
reach a high efficiency because of their low carrier lifetime.40–44 At
carrier concentrations typically used in solar absorbers, the bulk
lifetime is mainly driven by nonradiative processes following the
Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) recombination mechanism.45 Its
physics is well known: it involves a defect state that helps the
recombination of the carriers through phonons. SRH processes
are thus driven by the position of defects in the band gap and by
their capture cross section. Deep defects, as they offer high
recombination rates for both electrons and holes, are the most
detrimental to nonradiative lifetime. The success of MAPI3

has been hypothesized to result from its low deep-defects con-
centration.5,20,46 These considerations suggest that defect-based
properties, especially the position of the transition states of
defects within the band gap, should be taken into account when
searching for new solar absorbers. In fact, a good amount of
studies have recently framed the search for high-performance solar
absorbers as the quest for ‘‘defect-tolerant’’ materials.22,47–50

In this work, we present an ab initio HT screening approach
for potential high-performance PV absorbers which includes
for the first time carrier lifetime estimates. In addition to the
traditional bulk properties (band gap, effective masses, optical
absorption), our screening procedure includes an assessment
of the nonradiative carrier lifetime. The lifetime is estimated
using the SRH recombination model and first-principles point-
defect computations. We first benchmark our approach on
several materials that have already been extensively studied as
solar absorbers, demonstrating that our methodology is able
to identify known high- and low-efficiency solar absorbers.
We then use our approach to search among all Cu-based semi-
conductors present in the Materials Project (MP) database.51

We identify a series of promising candidates showing a
potential for high lifetime combined with adequate band gap,

absorption coefficient, carrier transport and earth abundance. We
discuss the inherent chemical reason for the non-detrimental
defects present in these materials and propose new data-driven
design principles for the search of new solar absorbers.

2 Results
2.1 Efficiency model including lifetimes and validation

The first model developed to link the solar-cell efficiency to the
properties of the solar absorber is the SQ model. In this model,
the solar-cell efficiency is directly related to the band gap while
other properties (optical absorption, carrier transport and life-
time) are considered ideal. The SQ model can be improved by
including the optical absorption, leading to the ‘‘spectroscopic
limited maximum efficiency (SMLE)’’ model.30 Here, we go
further and use a model taking into account nonradiative life-
times through SRH recombinations. The model is presented
extensively in the Methods section (Section 5) and uses concepts
developed by Kirchartz et al.52 and Kim et al.53 Based on density-
functional theory (DFT), our model provides a theoretical efficiency
from the knowledge of the band gap, the absorption coefficient and
the point-defects properties (formation energies, transition levels,
and capture cross sections). As capture cross sections are very
expensive to compute ab initio, we do not consider them at an early
stage of our screening.54,55 Instead, we first assume that all defects
have the same capture cross section set at 10�15 cm2, which is a
value comparable to the average of deep defect states,54–56 and
refine this assumption further in the screening process. Thus, the
nonradiative lifetime in our model depends on the defect transition
levels and the formation energy. We neglect effects related to
interfaces or grain boundaries that could be important in a practical
device. For this reason, our computed efficiency should be regarded
as an upper bound to a true efficiency that could be reduced by
other processes.

To validate our model and its assumption (i.e., bulk lifetime
only, unique capture cross section, use of ab initio computed
quantities), we compute the upper theoretical efficiencies for a
series of known materials whose experimental efficiencies are
available in the literature. Our data sample includes very high-
efficiency materials as well as materials that have only shown low
efficiency despite sometimes important research efforts.20,42,48,57–65

The band gap and the defect properties are computed using the
Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof (HSE) hybrid exchange–correlation (XC)
functional which has been demonstrated to be more accurate than
standard (local or semi-local) ones.66 We extract the formation
energies and defect concentrations from the literature for most of
the selected materials. More details are available in the ESI.†
Absorption coefficients are computed using the independent-
particle approximation within DFT. The charge carrier lifetime is
estimated using the SRH model for the dominant deep defects.
Such deep defects are defined as having transition levels Et such
that Ec � Et 4 0.2 eV or Et � Ev 4 0.2 eV, with Ec and Ev the
conduction band minimum (CBM) and the valence band maximum
(VBM), respectively. We compute the carrier lifetime for all possible
growth conditions (i.e., different chemical potentials) assuming that
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the material is p-type with a hole concentration of 1016 cm�3. This
assumption is motivated by the p-type character of most thin-film
solar absorbers used in p–n junctions. As there is a range of growth
conditions, we obtain a range of efficiencies. Fig. 1(a) compares the
theoretical efficiencies obtained with our model and HSE quantities
with the best experimental efficiencies reported in the literature. In
some systems, such as CdTe and GaAs, the theoretical efficiency
presents a very broad range of possible values. Indeed, the
dominant defect concentration (i.e., TeCd, AsGa) largely varies

depending on growth conditions. In other cases, such as SnS or
Sb2Se3, the dominant defects (VS, VSe, and SeSb) have very low
formation energies for all growth conditions, and their concen-
trations do not vary as much. Our model is able to differentiate
from first principles materials that never reached high experi-
mental efficiencies (e.g., SnS, Sb2S3, Sb2Se3 or Cu2O) from high-
efficiency materials such as InP, MAPI3, GaAs, CdTe, CuGaSe2,
CuInSe2 and Si. We note that taking into account defects and
nonradiative lifetime is essential here as the band gap of all
these materials is in line with the needs of the SQ model. We
also note that our model predicts high efficiencies for three
materials that have never performed well experimentally: CZTS,
CuSbS2 and ZnSnP2. The experimental low efficiency of CZTS
has been the focus of much debates with a strong focus on the
effect of disorder which is not taken into account here.67,68 We
note that Kim et al. recently estimated an upper bound of 20%
conversion efficiency for CZTS using a model similar to ours.53

For the other two materials (CuSbS2 and ZnSnP2), we hypothe-
size that the low experimental efficiency is mainly due to contact
resistances and not the absorber itself.60,69–72 Our results motivate
further experimental studies on these two solar absorbers which
could show high efficiency if the issues with contact resistance and
band alignment are solved. Very importantly, our model captures all
materials that have shown high efficiency experimentally.

For the defects computations, our benchmark relied on the
HSE hybrid XC functional, which is currently the state-of-the-art.
Unfortunately, this is computationally expensive and, hence,
cannot be scaled up to a large-scale screening procedure. To
overcome this computational burden, we resort to defect compu-
tations relying on semilocal XC functionals (e.g., PBE) which are
less computationally demanding. These are not as accurate as
those based on HSE but they can already provide good insight into
the physics of materials defects. Indeed, while such functionals
underestimate the band gap and lead to errors in defect transition
levels (as they can make truly deep defects appear shallow), the
predicted defect formation energies are reasonably accurate.73–76

Moreover, while defects predicted to be shallow within PBE
could be deep within HSE, the contrary is very unlikely. We thus
take advantage of this systematic tendency,76 by ignoring
defects predicted to be shallow within PBE (these could be deep
in reality). We move the band edges computed within PBE to
their values obtained within HSE (based on a bulk computation,
which is computationally affordable) to account for the band
gap underestimation (this will be referred to PBE + HSE in what
follows). Then, we use the defects predicted to be deep within
PBE taking the band edge correction into account to estimate
the lifetime and the efficiency within our model. As we could be
neglecting defects that are deep within full HSE computations
(though they are shallow within PBE), this approach only
provides an upper bound to the efficiency one would obtain
using full HSE. Our approach is therefore useful as a first
screening to detect materials that will not be of interest. To
put it simply, if a material shows poor efficiency using our PBE +
HSE approach, it would not show a higher efficiency if an
accurate full HSE computation was performed. Applying this
screening method to our set of known materials, we confirm

Fig. 1 (a) Theoretical efficiency computed within HSE for selected materials
compared with their best experimental efficiency. The bar for the theoretical
efficiency corresponds the range of values obtained for different growing
conditions, and hence for different defects present in each material. The
middle of the range is indicated by white circles. The green regions,
indicating efficiencies lower (resp. larger) than 15%, correspond to correctly
predicted low- (resp. high-) efficiency materials. The red regions correspond
to false positives (upper left) and negatives (lower right). Overlapping points
have been slightly shifted for the sake of clarity. (b) Schematic representation
of our HT screening. Each step gives the number of tested materials (upper
left corner) together with the computed properties. The style and color of
the border around each box correspond to the DFT formalism employed:
dashed blue lines for PBE, dash-dotted cyan lines for PBE + HSE, and solid
green lines for full HSE computations.
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that the approach efficiently removes materials with low
efficiency (more details about computations and results are in
the ESI†). Full HSE defect computations would only be needed
for the most promising results, as a final confirmation.

2.2 High-throughput screening of p-type PV absorbers

We now use our efficiency model to perform a search for new
solar absorbers. We will target p-type materials as typical thin-
film solar cells (e.g., CIGS, CZTS, CdTe) are based on a p–n
junction consisting of a p-type solar absorber in contact with an
n-type buffer layer (often CdS) connected to an n-type transparent
conducting layer. Any change to that configuration towards n-type
solar absorbers would be difficult at the device level. It would
require to use a collecting layer made of p-type transparent
conducting materials which show much worse performances
nowadays than their n-type counterparts.77–81 Taking this into
account, Cu-based chemistries are ideal to search for solar absor-
bers. Indeed, Cu-based materials (oxides, sulfides, selenides,. . .)
are very often p-type and have already had some success as PV
absorbers with, for instance, CIGS or CZTS that reach efficiencies
of 23.35 and 12%, respectively.17,40,42,59,82–86

We start our screening using the 7999 Cu-containing semi-
conductors from the Materials Project.51 The different steps of
the screening are represented in Fig. 1(b), together with the
number of candidates remaining after each step. The first step
focuses on stability, band gap and electron and hole effective
masses. A structure is considered as potentially synthesizable if
its energy above hull is below 100 meV per atom. Then,
according to the SQ model, the band gap should be between
1 and 2.5 eV for a PV absorber to be sufficiently efficient. The
band gap from the MP, obtained with PBE, is used as a first
estimate in this step. Semilocal functionals such as PBE under-
estimate the band gap. Therefore, it is useful to rapidly screen
potential candidates based on adapted thresholds taking into
account this underestimation. At this stage of the screening, we
retain materials for which the PBE band gap is between 0.3 and
2 eV. Furthermore, we only keep materials with an indirect gap
smaller than their direct gap by at most 0.15 eV in order to
maximize their absorption. Indeed, the latter is greatly affected
by the character (direct or indirect) of the band gap. Finally, the
minority charge carriers must have a large diffusion length in
order to be more easily collected. In other words, they must
have a sufficiently high mobility. Since computing the mobility
from first principles is an expensive task, we first use the
effective mass as a proxy: the lower the carrier effective mass,
the higher its mobility. This offers a quick estimate of the
mobility that has been successfully used in many HT studies
searching for high mobility materials.80,87 We filter out materials
with a minority carrier (electrons) effective mass (all the diagonal
eigenvalues of the tensor) larger than 1 (in units of electron mass
me), and a majority carrier (holes) effective mass larger than 10.
Only 74 Cu-based semiconductors remain after these first steps
of our HT screening (a list of these materials is given in the ESI†).

Even though the PBE band gap offers a quick estimate, more
precise values are necessary to estimate the efficiency of PV
absorbers. The next step of the screening focuses on obtaining

the direct and indirect gaps of the remaining candidates using
HSE. Keeping materials with a HSE band gap within the 1 to
2.5 eV range (according to SQ) leads to 25 candidates.

For our next screening step, we use our nonradiative SQ
model. Following this model, we analyze the absorption coefficient
first and then the intrinsic point-defect formation energies. The
25 remaining materials all have an absorption coefficient in the
same range (104–105 cm�1) as highly-efficient PV thin-film absorbers.
This analysis does not allow to eliminate any material.

We use the PBE + HSE defect approach to evaluate the
theoretical upper limit efficiency of the 25 candidates. Among
these compounds we discard 9 materials showing a conversion
efficiency smaller than 10%. Due to the highly concentrated
deep defects in these materials, the estimated SRH lifetime is
less than 1 ns. For the remaining 14 materials, we examine the
behavior of the shallow dominant defect state conducting a full
HSE computations. If the dominant shallow defect moves
towards the center of the band gap and becomes a deep defect,
this transition state becomes harmful to the lifetime of the
charge carriers and thus extensively reduces the conversion
efficiency of the material. At this stage, the structures whose
shallow defect become deep when computed in HSE are eliminated
(e.g., Al5CuSe8, BaCu2S2, BaCu2Se2, CdCu2GeS4). The remaining 9
materials (i.e., Na2CuP, K2CuP, Na2CuAs, K3Cu3P2, K3Cu3As2,
BaCu2SnSe4, Sr6Cu3N5, KCuTe, NaCuTe, LiCuS) are kept as promis-
ing candidates. More details about defect formation energies, SRH
lifetime, and conversion efficiency ranges of the 25 compounds are
given in the ESI.† We will not discuss further the two arsenide
compounds (K3Cu3As2 and Na2CuAs) as they are isostructural to the
phosphides (K3Cu3P2 and Na2CuP) and present very similar
properties. As for BaCu2SnSe4, it has been proposed as a solar
absorber and experimental results are already available.88 We
now delve deeper into our most promising 6 selected materials
(K3Cu3P2 and Na2CuP, Sr6Cu3N5, KCuTe, NaCuTe, LiCuS). We
stress that a synthesis route and crystal structure have been
reported for all these materials.89–93 As far as we know, none of
these materials have been considered as solar absorbers and no
carrier lifetime or PV efficiency has been measured. For those 6
materials, we perform full HSE defects computations.

All the computed properties of these 6 most promising
candidates are presented in Table 1. Following the same procedure
as in the validation step, we can estimate an upper bound to the
efficiency for these 6 materials. Their efficiencies range between
10 and 33% confirming that these materials are good solar
absorber candidates. The 6 materials belong to two categories:
truly defect-tolerant materials which show no deep intrinsic
defects (i.e., KCuTe, NaCuTe, LiCuS) and materials exhibiting
deep defects but all with high formation energies (Na2CuP,
K3Cu3P2, Sr6Cu3N5).

Fig. 2 shows the band structure and defect formation energy
versus Fermi level for the three truly defect-tolerant materials
(NaCuTe, KCuTe, LiCuS). No defects with deep transition levels
are present in these materials, making their SRH recombination
rate very low and promoting very high carrier lifetime. However,
low energy shallow defects (e.g., the Cu vacancy) are present in
all growth conditions. While the shallow nature of the defects
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helps the SRH recombination rate, it leads to high carrier
concentrations. We estimate the carrier concentration to be
greater than 1017 cm�3 and 1019 cm�3 in NaCuTe and KCuTe
respectively. The defect formation energies at all possible growth
condition are given in the ESI.† Such high carrier concentrations
will be detrimental to the functioning of the p–n junction. A way
to circumvent this problem would be to dope these materials
with donors to reduce the conductivity. This avenue could be
investigated experimentally or from first principles in future work.

LiCuS shows lower carrier concentration but has a larger band gap
and a smaller absorption coefficient compared to KCuTe and
NaCuTe, making it less interesting.

The second category of promising high-performance absorbers
are materials for which the vast majority of defects are shallow
with one deep defect at relatively high energy. Fig. 3 shows
the band structure and defect formation energies for
Na2CuP, K3Cu3P2 and Sr6Cu3N5. The three compounds show
Cu vacancies with transition states lying 0.5, 0.8 and 0.54 eV

Table 1 Detailed properties of the 6 candidates: MP identification number (mp-id), space group (SG), energy above hull (Ehull), HSE fundamental (Eg) and
direct gaps (Ed

g), electron and hole effective masses tensors ([m1,m2,m3], where mi are the principal values of the tensor), theoretical lifetime (t),
theoretical efficiency (Zth), and lower dopability limit (LDL)

KCuTe NaCuTe LiCuS Na2CuP K3Cu3P2 Sr6Cu3N5

mp-id 7436 7434 753826 7639 7439 29136
SG P63/mmc P4/nmm Pnma Cmcm R%3m P42mc
Ehull (meV per atom) 0.00 9.62 26.00 0 0.00 0.00
Eg (eV) 1.63 1.43 2.29 1.35 2.10 1.52
Ed

g (eV) 1.63 1.43 2.30 1.49 2.14 1.65
[mn1,mn2,mn3] [0.093,0.093,0.432] [0.113,0.113,0.133] [0.244,0.246,0.298] [0.1,0.852,0.898] [0.392,0.392,0.705] [0.422,0.607,0.607]
[mh1,mh2,mh3] [0.338,0.338,6.601] [0.425,0.425,1.526] [0.419,1.208,1.312] [0.619,0.731,1.545] [1.236,1.236,2.144] [1.525,5.859,5.859]
t (s) c1 c1 10�9–8 � 10�7 3.4 � 10�9–3.4 � 10�6 4.4 � 10�8–1.2 � 10�5 3 � 10�6–7.2 � 10�7

Zth (%) 30.2 32.9 10.2–13 11.6–22.3 13.9–17.3 20.0
LDP [�1.6 to �1.2] [�0.8 to �0.7] [�0.1 to 0] [�0.7 to �0.2] [�0.85 to �0.2] [0.2–0.5]

Fig. 2 (a, d and g) Band structure, (b, e and h) absorption coefficient spectrum and (c, f and i) HSE intrinsic defect formation energies as a function of the
Fermi energy for KCuTe (a–c), NaCuTe (d–f), and LiCuS (g–i). The zero in the Fermi energy corresponds to the VBM as evidenced by a vertical dashed
line, and the CBM is indicated with a second vertical dashed line. The formation energies have been obtained in Cu-rich conditions.
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above the VBM, respectively. While these deep defects lead to
SRH recombination, their formation energy is high enough
(larger than 1 eV) to make their concentration low (within
certain growth conditions). This is why these materials were
still selected by our screening.

The solar absorber should ideally not be strongly n-type. A
n-type solar absorber will be difficult to integrate within current
thin-film devices either in a p–n or p–i–n configuration. While
p-type doping can be achieved intrinsically but also extrinsically,
certain materials will have intrinsic defects preventing p-type
doping because of compensation from hole-killing defects.
A measure of the potential for p-type doping is the lower
dopability limit (LDL). The lower dopability limit is the Fermi
level value at which the formation energy of the donor lowest in
energy becomes negative (preventing p-type doping). The LDL
has a range depending on growth conditions. With the valence
band maximum set at zero energy, a negative LDL indicates a
p-type dopable material.76 All materials but Sr6Cu3N5 have a
negative LDL (below the VBM), which is a good sign for p-type
dobability. For Sr6Cu3N5, the LDL is between 0.2 and 0.5 eV
above the VBM set by the nitrogen vacancy. The likely n-type
nature of Sr6Cu3N5 makes it of lower interest as the entire solar
cell design would have to be modified. We note that other

nitrides proposed as solar absorbers such as ZnSnN2 face the
same doping issue.94,95

In order to further quantify the effect of these deep states on
the performance of Na2CuP and K3Cu3P2 as PV absorbers, we
compute the carrier capture coefficients, which describe the
capture of a carrier at the band edge onto a defect state. We follow
the approach of ref. 54 and 55. The wavefunction associated with a
deep defect is localized on the defect itself or on its neighboring
atoms. The presence of the defect induces a rearrangement of the
atoms surrounding it. This coupling of the defect electronic state
and the atomic structure can be described by a one-dimensional
configuration coordination (1D cc) diagram. For a given charge
state of a defect, such a diagram describes the change in the
energy as a function of a generalized atomic coordinate. It can
be used to understand and compute the nonradiative capture
of carriers.

The 1D cc diagrams for the electron and hole captures for
the Cu vacancy defect in both Na2CuP and K3Cu3P2 are presented
in Fig. 4.

The ground state (green) corresponds to Cu vacancy in its
neutral state, while the excited state (blue) corresponds to its
negatively charged state due to the creation of a hole in the VB.
A third state, in which an electron–hole pair is created by the

Fig. 3 (a, d and g) Band structure, (b, e and h) absorption coefficient spectrum and (c, f and i) HSE intrinsic defect formation energies as a function of the
Fermi energy for Na2CuP (a–c), K3Cu3P2 (d–f) and Sr6Cu3N5 (g–i). The zero in the Fermi energy corresponds to the VBM as evidenced by a vertical dashed
line, and the CBM is indicated with a second vertical dashed line. The formation energies have been obtained in Cu-poor (anion rich) conditions.
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absorption of a photon and thus the Cu vacancy is not charged,
is represented in red. Following the Franck–Condon principle,
the ions are considered fixed during the photon absorption so
that this state is only shifted upwards with respect to the
ground state. The vertical shift corresponds to the electron–
hole pair binding energy. We set Q = 0 amu1/2 Å for the ground-
state configuration. The minimum of the excited state (negatively
charged defect) is offset by DQ = 2.2 and DQ = 1.5 amu1/2 Å in
Na2CuP and K3Cu3P2, respectively. The largest contribution to
these DQ comes from the outward relaxation of the nearest
neighbors (P atoms) around the defect. The minimum of the
excited state is located at the transition level above the VBM, see
Fig. 3. The energy barrier for the nonradiative transitions for the
electron (DEe

b) and hole (DEh
b) can be obtained from the 1D cc

diagram. These energy barriers are relatively large (40.5 eV) in all
cases, and even tend to infinity for the hole capture in K3Cu3P2.
Following the methodology proposed by Alkauskas et al. to
compute the carrier carrier capture coefficients,54,55 we can
evaluate carrier cross section from the 1D cc diagram and the
energy barriers (see Methods). We obtain a carrier capture cross
section lower than 10�15 cm3 s�1. To put this number in context, the
SnZn and the complex defect SnZn–CuZn in CZTS have computed

carrier capture coefficients of 1.19 � 10�7 cm3 s�1 and 1.47 �
10�6 cm3 s�1, respectively.53 This indicates that the only deep
defect in Na2CuP and K3Cu3P2, the Cu vacancy, combines a
high formation energy with a small capture cross section. The
conversion efficiency of Na2CuP and K3Cu3P2 reaches their SQ
limit (33% and 20.4% respectively) by using the computed
capture-cross section to calculate the SRH lifetime. This makes
these two materials very attractive PV absorber candidates.
Finally, we perform carrier mobility computations including
scattering by phonons. The same methodology has been applied
on Si and GaAs with good results compared to experimental
data.96,97 The computed electron mobility tensor of Na2CuP and
K3Cu3P2 is [82,75,496] and [48,89,87] cm2 V�1 s�1 respectively.
More details on the mobility computations are presented in the
ESI.† The two materials show good mobilities in comparison to
the electron mobility of the widely used n-type buffer layer CdS
(335 cm2 V�1 s�1)98 and compared to the mobilities in typical
PV materials. For instance, the electron mobility varies from
1.74 to 150 cm2 V�1 s�1 in CIS (CuInSe2),99,100 and from 1 to
10 cm2 V�1 s�1 in MAPbI3.101,102

Showing high performances is not a sufficient condition for
a potential PV absorber to be viable for large scale deployment.
For PV to have a true global impact, the PV absorber should be
made of chemical elements that are earth-abundant, and not
concentrated in only a few geographical regions of the planet.
Large scale production of a PV technology is also affected by
how the elements are produced and if they are mined directly
or as by-products of the mining of other elements.103 Toxicity is
also an issue to keep in mind. Different metrics have been
developed to take these issues into account. Here, we use the
HHI (Herfindahl–Hirschman index) which indicates the geo-
graphical production concentration of an element,104 and the
metal companionality which is proportional to the probability
of finding the element only as by-products of other metals.103 A
large HHI is related to a dense geographical concentration of the
element production: a HHI larger than 2500 represents a production
in mainly 5 countries or less for instance. A large metal companion-
ality indicates that the elements composing the material are mainly
mined as a by-products of other elements extractions. This is an
issue as large increase in production will not be possible without
important increase in the element price.103

Fig. 5 shows the computed efficiency (following our methodology)
for the 6 PV absorber candidates outlined in our study versus their
productive HHI (the conversion efficiency vs. HHI reserved
concentration plot is given in the ESI†). Different important
bounds in HHI are delimited by colored zones (blue, green,
yellow, red).

The color of the markers represents the metal companionality
for each PV absorber. For comparison, we also added previously
considered PV absorbers. In addition, to the problem of being
metallic, NaCuTe and KCuTe show major issues with companion-
ality since Te is recovered as a by-product from a limited number
of geopolitically concentrated ore deposits. Most Te supplies (90%)
are associated with Cu. This would rise concerns regarding their
availability and their response to the rapid deployment and
demand.103 LiCuS is more attractive but with a lower efficiency.

Fig. 4 1D configuration coordinate diagram for electron and hole captures
at the VacCu defect in (a) Na2CuP and (b) K3Cu3P2. The black circles indicate
the results explicitly calculated while the lines correspond to their quadratic
fits. DEb is the energy barrier for each nonradiative process. DQ is the
displacement between the excited and ground states.
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Finally, Na2CuP and K3Cu3P2 show a very attractive combination
of low HHI, high efficiency and low companionality making
them prime candidates for a earth-abundant, low-cost, sustain-
able solar absorbers. We note that the lower efficiency of K3Cu3P2

comes from its higher band gap (2.1 eV vs. 1.35 eV for Na2CuP).
However, its higher band gap combined with its high lifetime
makes this material a very interesting candidate for a tandem
solar cell. A simple tandem solar cell model indicates that
combined with silicon, K3Cu3P2 could reach 29% efficiency for
the overall tandem cell.10

Our work focuses on the bulk properties that a good solar
absorber requires, and does not take into account many additional
requirements. Interfaces and band alignments are not addressed
but could be further considered for our most promising
candidates.105–108 More complex defects could also be com-
puted for further investigation. Long-term stability is also
something difficult to estimate computationally so that it will
need to be considered experimentally down the road. This is a
major issue of the otherwise extremely promising halide per-
ovskite technology.109,110 The properties considered in our
screening procedure are nevertheless necessary conditions.
Our work thus suggests a methodology to narrow down the
space of possibilities in the challenging task of discovering a
new solar absorber.

3 Discussion

We have identified a series of promising earth-abundant
Cu-based PV absorbers highlighting especially Na2CuP and
K3Cu3P2. We will now discuss why these materials were identified
by our screening and what we can learn about the design of new
solar absorbers.

First of all, all candidates are arsenides, selenides, sulfides,
phosphides or tellurides. No attractive solar absorber was
found in oxides and fluorides despite their large share of the
database (more than half of the copper-containing compounds
in the MP database are oxides). This comes from the statisti-
cally higher band gaps present in oxides and fluorides which
tend to be unfavorable for visible light absorption.111

Previous computational works targeting the design of defect-
tolerant materials have focused on cation and anion vacancies.33,50

While this is an important first step, our results show that SRH-
limited lifetime in ternary and quaternary compounds is often set
by anti-site defects. In our study, 15 of the 25 materials for which
defects were computed show deep anti-site defects. The impor-
tance of such defects has already been suggested by several
authors especially with respect to CZTS-related absorbers.55,86,112

While using ternary and quaternary compounds offers opportu-
nities for instance in band gap tuning, it also leads to more
possibilities to form detrimental anti-site defects. A natural
strategy to avoid these detrimental anti-site defects has been
to work with materials containing elements with very different
ionic radii. This approach motivates the recent work on chalco-
genide compounds mixing Ba (which has a large ionic radius)
with Cu.113 The expectation is that substitutional anti-site
defects will be more difficult to form if the ions have very
different ionic radii.112 Our data set can be used to test that
common-sense principle. Fig. 6 shows a plot of the (neutral)
defect formation energy as a function of the ratio between the
ionic radii. The lack of correlation is striking yet surprising even
when considering the (dis)similarity of the chemical environ-
ments. Our results indicate that ionic radius arguments are too
simple to be predictive for the defect formation energies and
that full defect computations or more elaborated models would
need to be used to control the formation energy of anti-site
defects. The latter defects are also difficult to avoid as moving in

Fig. 5 Theoretical efficiency of typical PV absorbers and our outlined
candidates versus their productive HHI. The different colored regions
correspond to typical limits. The color of the circles indicates the metal
companionality (M.C.) in %.

Fig. 6 Formation energy of the neutral cation antisites AB as a function
of the ratio between the ionic radii of cations A and B. The vertical
lines correspond to the range of formation energy at different growth
conditions. The data points have been split according to the similarity of
the interchanged cations: blue squares and red diamonds indicate similar
and different chemical environments, respectively.
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certain conditions, such as Cu-rich to avoid a CuX defect, will
naturally lower the formation energy of the related XCu defect.
All of our 6 most promising candidates (i.e., NaCuTe, KCuTe,
LiCuS, Sr6Cu3N5, K3Cu3P2, and Na2CuP) show anti-site defects
without any deep level in the band gap (see Fig. 2 and 3). They
are all ternary chalcogenides containing Cu and an alkali
element. More than the ionic radius, it is the common +1
oxidation state for Cu and the alkali metals that is the origin
for their anti-site defect-tolerance. To put it simply, replacing
Cu1+ by an element favoring a +1 oxidation state does not lead to
any transition level in the band gap. The effect of the oxidation
state and the ionic radii ratio on the transition state position of
Cu substitutional defects are presented in Fig. 7 for our whole
database. The ions sharing the same oxidation state do not form
deep defects. We note that Cu is very commonly +1 and that not
many other elements besides alkali are stable in a +1 oxidation
state. The only other elements forming +1 oxidation states in
chalcogenides and pnictides are Ag and Tl but they are either
expensive or toxic. Our work clearly shows that the field of alkali
copper ternary chalcogenides and pnictides should be prone to
promising solar absorbers by favoring harmless copper-alkali
anti-site defects.

The question remaining is why these two ternary phos-
phides (Na2CuP and K3Cu3P2) do not form low energy shallow
Cu vacancies that will turn them into metals. Fig. 8 shows that
the nature of the anion drives the Cu vacancy formation energy.
Pnictides (N, P, As, Sb) (in red) tend to have Cu vacancies with
higher formation energy and deeper transition state than
chalcogenides (O, S, Se, Te) (in blue). A deeper insight into this
chemical trend can be obtained through a bonding COHP
analysis for a few representative alkali Cu materials.114 Fig. 9
shows the crystal structure and COHP results for the phosphide
(K3Cu3P2) with high Cu vacancy formation energy and for the
tellurides (KCuTe and NaCuTe) with low Cu vacancy formation
energy. The COHP indicates the nature of the bonding in the

material. A positive or negative value of -COHP is respectively
the sign of a bonding or anti-bonding character. All 3 com-
pounds show an anti-bonding Cu-d/X-p character for the
valence band. However, the copper phosphides also show an
important bonding Cu-s/X-p character. The bonding character
present in phosphide and absent from the tellurides explains
the higher formation energy for the Cu vacancy as it leads to a
stronger Cu–P bond. Fig. 10 shows that this relationship
between the Cu-s/X-p bonding (measured by the integrated
COHP, ICOHP) and the Cu vacancy formation energy is general
across all alkali copper materials. The Cu-s character is also
linked to the Cu coordination environment and higher Cu-s
mixing comes with a lower coordination environment.115 The
copper alkali phosphides show linear environments for the Cu
atom, while the akali copper tellurides show higher coordinations
such as trigonal and tetrahedral environments.

Cu-based alkali chalcogenides and pnictides offer a com-
bination of adequate band gap, transport properties and
absence of anti-site deep defects. Moreover, they can be based
on geographically well distributed, earth-abundant elements
with a potential for low-cost deployment. Our work motivates
further investigation of these chemistries. We note, however,
that the Cu vacancy can be problematic since it is often low in
formation energy and shallow. Indeed, low energy shallow Cu
vacancies will lead to highly metallic materials which cannot be
used as solar absorber in a p–n junction. Among Cu-based
alkali materials, the pnictides and especially phosphides offer a
way to overcome this limitation as the Cu-s/X-p bonding
character of their valence band makes the Cu vacancies more
difficult to form.

Fig. 7 Transition states for Cu antisites of the 25 PV candidates as a
function of the difference between the oxidation state of the cation X and
the one of Cu. The transitions states have been obtained with PBE + HSE.
They are reported relative to the band gap Eg, 0% being the VBM and 100%
the CBM. The color of the data points shows the ratio between the ionic
radius of the cation X and the one of Cu.

Fig. 8 Formation energy of the Cu vacancy as a function of the relative
position of its transition state within the PBE band gap. The vertical lines
correspond to the range of formation energy at different growth condi-
tions. The pnictides (N, P, As, Sb) are represented in red, while chalco-
genides (O, S, Se, Te) are indicated in blue.
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4 Conclusion

We have developed a first-principles HT screening approach
for finding high-performance PV absorbers including defect
properties and nonradiative recombinations. We validate our
approach on several well-known materials that have already
been examined experimentally and theoretically. Using our
methodology, we are able to differentiate high-performance
absorbers such as Si and GaAs from low-efficiency materials.
Focusing on p-type absorbers and Cu-containing materials, we
search for potential solar absorbers among 7999 materials

using a HT approach. We find a series of 8 materials (KCuTe,
NaCuTe, LiCuS, Sr6Cu3N5, Na2CuP, K3Cu3P2, Na2CuAs, K3Cu3As2)
showing a potential for exceptional lifetime due to their absence
of low-lying deep defects. Among them, the most promising ones
are the copper alkali phosphides which offer adequate p-type
doping, high efficiency, non-toxicity and earth-abundance of their
elements. We have also used the generated data to understand
the fundamental reasons for the selection of these materials,
hinting at two materials design principles. To avoid the for-
mation of anti-site defects, we suggest to focus on chemistries
mixing copper and alkali. Indeed, the common +1 oxidation state
leads to the absence of defect energy levels within the band gap.
Additionally, we identify the presence of low energy shallow
copper vacancy as a common issue in many Cu-based potential
solar absorbers as they lead to metallic behavior. Among alkali
copper materials, copper pnictides show stronger Cu-anion
bonding and higher Cu-vacancy formation energies. The new
chemistries highlighted in this work offer new avenues for
earth-abundant solar absorbers. Additionally, our study shows
that materials screening including defect physics and carrier
lifetime are within reach. Our methodology can be easily
extended to further chemistries beyond Cu-based materials.
We expect that these findings will accelerate the challenging
task of searching for new solar absorbers.

5 Methods
5.1 Power conversion efficiency and nonradiative lifetime

The power conversion efficiency of a solar cell relates to the
percentage of electron–hole pairs effectively extracted out of the

Fig. 9 COHP analysis for averaged cation–anion interactions in pure bulk for (a) K3Cu3P2, (b) KCuTe, and (c) NaCuTe. The VBM is represented by an
horizontal dashed black line. The corresponding local environments for the Cu vacancy (colored in light grey) are also depicted: (d) linear in K3Cu3P2, (e)
trigonal in KCuTe, and (f) tetrahedral in NaCuTe.

Fig. 10 Formation energy of the neutral Cu-vacancy versus integrated
COHP (ICOHP) in the range of [�2,0] eV from VBM for alkali-Cu based
candidates (structures without defect). The vertical lines correspond to the
range of formation energy at different growth conditions.
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absorber layer. In this work, we use an extended nonradiative
SQ model to quantify the efficiency of the absorber, as developed
by Kirchartz et al.34,52 In addition to the band gap, the model also
considers the optical and defect-related properties such as the
effects of nonradiative recombination. Formally, the power deliv-
ered by a PV cell is given by JV, with J the net current density and V
the net voltage across the cell. If fsun(E) is the incident number of
photons of energy E per units of area, time and energy (we consider
a standard AM1.5 solar spectrum) then the maximum power
conversion efficiency is given by

Z ¼ ðJVÞmaxÐ1
0
EfsunðEÞdE

: (1)

Assuming a classical Lambertian light-trapping scheme in
an absorber layer of thickness d and absorption coefficient
a(E),116,117 with a good antireflection coating on the front side
and a perfect reflector on the back side (hence the presence of
the factor 2), the short-circuit current density generated under
illumination is

Jsc ¼ e

ð1
Eg

fsunðEÞð1� expð�2aðEÞdÞÞdE; (2)

with e the elementary charge and Eg the band gap of the
absorber. Note that the integration of the solar spectrum starts
at Eg because it corresponds to the onset of interband transitions
and, therefore, of the absorption spectrum.

This current density is not fully extracted from the PV cell.
Indeed, different recombination mechanisms occur in the
absorber and decrease the ability to extract the electron–hole
pairs and the efficiency of the cell. The three main mechanisms
are Auger, radiative and nonradiative recombinations.117 The
Auger recombination is only significant at high injection levels
in direct band gap semiconductors and will be ignored in the
following.118,119 Radiative recombination is an intrinsic process
that cannot be avoided and can be important, particularly for
direct band gap semiconductors. However, it can be counter-
balanced by engineering the system so that the radiated light is
optimally reabsorbed by the PV cell. In addition to the short-
circuit current density, further contributions come from
the radiative and nonradiative recombination mechanisms. A
current density can be associated to each of these processes. In
the following, we assume highly mobile electron–hole pairs
and neglect scattering mechanisms at interfaces. Let us first
consider radiative processes. Following the Shockley diode
equation, the radiative current density generated by reabsorbing
the emitted photons can be estimated by:52

Jrad ¼ J0
rad exp

eV

kBT

� �
� 1

� �
; (3)

J0
rad ¼ e

ð1
Eg

fradðEÞð1� expð�2aðEÞdÞÞdE (4)

where frad(E) is the black-body radiation associated to the
radiative process (we consider a 300 K black-body), kB is the
Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.52

The second recombination process is nonradiative. In this
nonradiative SQ model, two limiting cases are considered.52

First, in low-level injection conditions, one type of carriers is
present in excess and the nonradiative current density is given
by52

J low
nonrad ¼ J low;0

nonrad exp
eV

kBT

� �
� 1

� �
; (5)

J low;0
nonrad ¼

edNcNv

Ntt
exp

�Eg

kBT

� �
; (6)

where t is the nonradiative recombination lifetime, Nc (Nv) is
the effective density of states in the conduction (valence) band
and Nt is the defect density. On the other hand, in case of
high injection, both carrier types are present in similar con-
centrations. In this case, the nonradiative current density is52

J
high
nonrad ¼ J

high;0
nonrad exp

eV

2kBT

� �
� 1

� �
; (7)

J
high;0
nonrad ¼

ed
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NcNv

p

2t
exp

�Eg

2kBT

� �
: (8)

Finally, the net current in the PV cell is given by

J = Jsc � Jrad � Jnonrad (9)

where the nonradiative current depends on the injection level
and, therefore, on n and p, the electron and hole concentrations
in operating conditions (under illumination). The maximum
conversion efficiency of the PV cell can be obtained by solving
eqn (1), provided we know the band gap, the absorption
spectrum, the band structure, the carrier lifetime, the doping
density and the thickness of the absorber layer. It should be
noted that, if nonradiative recombinations occur in the material,
the net efficiency reaches a maximum for a given thickness.
Indeed, increasing the thickness enhances the absorption
mechanisms, thereby increasing the efficiency. However, the
short-circuit current will saturate for too large thicknesses (see
eqn (2)), while the nonradiative-recombination current will keep
increasing (see eqn (6) and (8)). The efficiency will then start to
decrease. Comparing different materials for their efficiency as
absorbers should, for this reason, be done using their particular
optimal thickness: most of the time, comparing materials of the
same thickness is meaningless because they have different
intrinsic properties. For instance, the optimal thickness of Si is
around 200 mm while it is two orders of magnitude lower in GaAs.
This is explained by the much smaller absorption coefficient of Si
compared with GaAs, and the fact that charge carriers in Si have a
longer lifetime (B10�3 s) compared to charge carriers in GaAs
(B10�6 s).4,37–39

Let us now provide an expression for the nonradiative life-
time t. As we have already mentioned, radiative recombinations
can be counterbalanced and nonradiative processes are the
most detrimental in a PV cell. The nonradiative recombination
is enhanced by the presence of deep defects in the band gap of
the absorber.120 The SRH model describes the recombination
rate for electron–hole pairs through a trapping state within the
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band gap.45,121 In general, electrons can be more easily
captured by a defect state close to the CBM (Ec), but it will be
much more difficult to trap a hole with the same defect state.
Similarly, hole trapping is easier but electron capturing is
difficult in case of a defect state close to the VBM (Ev). There-
fore, the electron–hole recombination at a defect state is
significantly enhanced when the defect energy (Et) is closer to
the middle of the band gap, leading to a general avoidance of
materials naturally presenting such deep defects. Following the
SRH model, the recombination rate Rt associated to a single
trapping state t is given by45

Rt ¼
np� n0p0

tn0 nþNc exp
Et � Ec

kBT

� �� �
þ tp0 pþNv exp

Ev � Et

kBT

� �� �;
(10)

where n0 (p0) is the electron (hole) concentration at thermal
equilibrium (without illumination), and tn0 (tp0) is the electron
(hole) capture time constant that is related to the electron
(hole) capture coefficient Cn (Cp) of the trapping states by (a
similar expression holds for holes)

tn0 ¼
1

NtCn
: (11)

It can also be seen as the minimum electron (hole) lifetime,
obtained when the recombination rate is maximum. The total
recombination rate R is the sum of the rates associated to all
the defects in the crystal. Finally, the carrier lifetime is given by

tn ¼
Dn
R

(12)

in the case of electrons, where Dn = n � n0 is the change in
electron density due to illumination (Dp = p � p0 for holes).

5.2 Ground-state calculations

We retrieve the relaxed crystal structures and their electronic
band structures from the Materials Project.51 These have been
previously obtained with VASP,122,123 using the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
(PBE) XC functional124 within the projector-augmented wave
(PAW) framework.125 We also obtain the thermal stability, the
PBE band gap and the electron and hole effective masses from the
Materials Project. The stability for a given structure is quantified by
its energy above hull: the larger this energy, the less stable the
structure.126,127 The effective mass tensor has already been com-
puted within the semiclassical Boltzmann transport formalism
and stored in the Materials Project for a large number of
compounds.128 For selected materials, more precise values of the
gaps need to be computed. We use the HSE hybrid functional to
that purpose.66,129 As a prior step, their structure is relaxed using
the PBEsol functional as it leads to similar structures at a lower
computational cost.130

5.3 Absorption coefficient

We evaluate the imaginary part of the dielectric constant within
the independent-particle approximation with the PBE functional.

The real part is computed using Kramers–Kronig relations. The
absorption spectrum is shifted rigidly to fit the absorption onset
to the band gap obtained from HSE computations.131

5.4 Defect computations

The presence of transition defect states within the band gap of
the material affects its conductivity and the lifetime of minority
charge carriers. The position of point-defect levels and their
concentration are assessed by computing the defect formation
energies. The intrinsic point defects (vacancies and antisites)
are investigated using a supercell approach.132 They are created
in multiple charge states using PyCDT.133 In each case, the
supercell size is chosen such that the distance between the
defect and its periodic images is larger than 10 Å in order to
reduce the spurious interactions, that occur within distances of
5–10 Å.132 The Brillouin zone is sampled using a 2 � 2 � 2
k-point mesh. Spin-polarized calculations are performed and all
supercells are relaxed at fixed volume until the forces on the
ions are smaller than 0.01 eV Å�1. The formation energy of each
charged-defect state is computed as a function of the Fermi
level Ef as134,135

Eform½Xq� ¼ Etot½Xq� � Ebulk
tot �

X
nimi þ qEf þ Ecorr (13)

where Etot[X
q] and Ebulk

tot are the total energies of the defect-
containing supercell (for a given defect X in the charge state q)
and the bulk, respectively. The third term represents the energy
needed to exchange atoms with thermodynamic reservoirs
where ni indicates the number of atoms of species i removed
or added to create the defect, and mi their corresponding
chemical potential. The fourth term represents the energy to
exchange electrons with the host material through the electronic
chemical potential given by the Fermi level. Finally, the last term
is a correction accounting for spurious image-charge Coulomb
interactions due to finite supercell size, as well as potential-
alignment corrections to restore the position of the pure bulk
VBM in charged-defect calculations due to the presence of the
compensating background charge density.136,137

In the first steps of our HT screening, we limit ourselves
to the use of the semilocal PBE functional in point-defect
computations because hybrid functionals are very demanding in
terms of computational resources and unfit for a HT screening.
However, semilocal functionals generally underestimate the band
gap of semiconductors, which leads to errors in determining
the defect transition states within the band gap as they could go
into the valence or conduction band.73 We thus use an alter-
native approach to overcome the underestimation of the band
gap by moving PBE band edges to their values obtained
with HSE. We assume that the defect levels follow the HSE
corrections to the band edges. This has been demonstrated to
work very well for deep transition levels.74,75 As the deep defects
are the most problematic for the carrier lifetime, our approach
can be effective to eliminate the poorly-efficient absorbers. For
selected candidates, we also perform full HSE point-defect
computations to better describe the intrinsic defects and their
transition states.
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5.5 Carrier lifetime

The lifetime is estimated using point-defect computations and
the SRH model. We make a few assumptions to use this model.
First, unless explicitly computed, electrons and holes are consid-
ered to have the same capture cross section (10�15 cm2), a value
comparable to the average of deep defect states.54–56 The carrier
capture coefficient is related to the capture cross section s and the
thermal velocity v through C = sv, and the thermal velocity is
directly obtained from the temperature and the carrier effective
mass. Moreover, the electron and hole densities generated from
illumination are fixed to Dn = Dp = 1015 cm�3, a typical value for PV
materials such as CZTS and CdTe.42,138 Higher carrier densities
would require a careful treatment of the Auger recombination
mechanism. We assume that the materials are synthesized at high
temperature (900 K) and then quenched to room temperature.
This mimics experimental conditions and allows to reach larger
defect densities and hence carrier concentrations. The charge
carrier lifetime is estimated using the SRH model for the dominant
deep defects. Deep defects are defined as having transition levels Et

such that Ec � Et 4 0.2 eV or Et � Ev 4 0.2 eV, with Ec and Ev

the conduction band minimum (CBM) and the valence band
maximum (VBM), respectively. We compute the carrier lifetime
for all possible growth conditions (i.e., different chemical potentials)
assuming that the material is p-type with a hole concentration of
1016 cm�3. This assumption is linked to the p-type character of most
thin-film solar absorbers.

5.6 Intrinsic mobility

The carrier mobility in a semiconductor depends on many factors,
including the temperature, the purity and structure of the crystal,
and the carrier concentration. In this work, and for selected
candidates, we compute the intrinsic mobility, which is the mobility
of the pure crystal without any defect with a low carrier concen-
tration. It is limited by the scattering of electrons by the phonons in
the material. This phonon-limited mobility is an upper bound for
the reachable mobility of a material and it allows to directly
compare materials. Different approaches exist for computing the
mobility. We use the Boltzmann formalism within the momentum
relaxation time approximation (MRTA). In this context, the electron
mobility is given by (a similar expression holds for holes)96,97,139,140

mn;ab ¼
�e
nVuc

X
b

ð
dk

VBZ
vbk;avbk;bgbk

�1 @f

@E

����
Ebk

(14)

where Vuc is the unit-cell volume, VBZ is the volume of the Brillouin
zone, vbk,a is the a-th component of the velocity operator, gbk is the
electron scattering rate, f is the Fermi–Dirac occupation function
and Ebk is the electronic energy in band b and wavevector k. The
scattering rates gbk are the phonon-dependent ingredients and are
given by96,97,141,142

gbk ¼
2p
�h

X
b0;n

ð
BZ

dq

VBZ
gbb0nðk; qÞj j2 1� vbk � vb0kþq

vbkj j2

 !

� ~nqn þ fb0kþq
� �

d Ebk � Eb0kþq þ �hoqn
� ��

;

þ ~nqn þ 1� fb0kþq
� �

d Ebk � Eb0kþq � �hoqn
� �	

(15)

where q is the phonon wavevector and n its mode, gmnn(k,q) are the
electron–phonon coupling matrix elements and ñqn is the Bose–
Einstein occupation function. The electron–phonon matrix elements
are obtained from density-functional perturbation theory
(DFPT).143,144 As converging eqn (15) with respect to the q mesh
and eqn (14) with respect to the k mesh requires very dense
samplings, a direct computation using DFPT is not possible. To
circumvent this issue, we use a Fourier interpolation algorithm
developed in Abinit.96,97,145,146 The long-range interactions are
problematic for this kind of interpolation, and we use the
Fröhlich model (up to dipole terms) to stabilize the interpolation,
as commonly used in state-of-the-art first-principles electron–
phonon computations.141 The effect of dynamical quadrupoles
is negligible in the systems investigated here.96,97 The starting
phonons have been extracted from the Materials Project and
we used the same parameters and norm-conserving pseudo-
potentials for the mobility computations.147 Convergence studies
for the mobility can be found in the ESI.†

5.7 Carrier capture coefficient

The carrier capture coefficient C for deep defect states in selected
materials are examined within the multiphonon approach.54 We
represent the atomic configuration with a one-dimensional
configuration coordinate (1D cc) Q.54,55 We use the static-
coupling theory for the electron–phonon coupling matrix
elements.148,149 Following this approach, the carrier capture
coefficient is given by:

C ¼ V
2p
�h
gWif

2
X
m

wm

X
n

ximh jQ xfn
�� 
�� ��2d DE þm�hOi � n�hOf

� �
(16)

where V is the supercell volume, g is the degeneracy factor, Wif

is the electron–phonon overlap between the initial delocalized
bulk-like i and final localized defect f states, wm is the thermal
occupation for the mth phonon state, hxim|Q|xfni is the overlap
of the vibrational wavefunctions x. Oi is the frequency of the
effective vibration Q in the initial state considered and is
obtained by solving the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation
for the potential energy surface around the equilibrium geo-
metry. DE = Ef � Ei is the difference of energy between the
initial and final states, or the ionization energy. Following the
methodology proposed by Alkauskas et al. and the open-source
CarrierCapture code (version 0.1) developed by Kim et al.150 to
compute the carrier capture coefficients,54,55 we first solve the
1D Schrödinger equation for the potential energy surfaces
around the equilibrium geometry of the ground and excited
states (obtained using the HSE functional), and we find the
associated vibrational wavefunctions and their eigenstates.
Then we compute the overlap of the vibrational wavefunctions
hxim|Q|xfni, and the electron phonon overlap term Wif by
evaluating the gradient change of the overlap of Kohn–Sham
orbitals of the delocalized bulk-like and localized defect states
in the configuration coordinates.150 Finally, we obtain the
carrier capture coefficient of selected materials.
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5.8 Crystal orbital Hamilton population

We use the Crystal Orbital Hamilton Population (COHP) analysis
on a few selected materials for a better understanding of the
chemical environment and its role in the defect properties.151 For
these computations, we use the LOBSTER code152 with the pbe-
VaspFit2015 basis set together with PBE results for the pure bulk
and defect supercells in different charge states to quantify the
bonding or antibonding behavior of different states by projecting
them on localized atomic basis sets.152–155 For the correlation plot
in Fig. 10, we focused on the cation–anion bonds around the
cation that builds the defect and we show the sum of the
integrated COHP values of all these cation–anion interactions.
We only integrate the COHPs in the range from Ef � 2 eV to Ef to
only capture the states close to the Fermi level. We performed
the DFT calculations based on the relaxed structures from the
Materials Project with the help of an automatic workflow for
Lobster152 and VASP122,123 calculations as recently implemented
by some of us in the Python packages atomate,156 custodian,157

and pymatgen157. The DFT calculations were performed with
the help of the the projector augmented-wave method,125 with a
plane-wave cutoff of 520 eV, the PBE functional,124 and a
convergence criterion of 10�7 for the energy. The kpoint density
was set to 6000 k-points � atoms. We included data for the
materials with the following IDs from the Materials Project:
mp-10428, mp-1225835, mp-13982, mp-14012, mp-15895, mp-16179,
mp-17916, mp-1933, mp-1966, mp-29136, mp-361, mp-5546,
mp-557225, mp-7463, mp-766447. This data is available via
the DOI provided in ref. 114.
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